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Thermal excitations typically reduce the electric polarization in ferroelectric materials. Here,
we show by means of first-principles calculations that multiferroic BiFe1−xCoxO3 solid solutions
with 0.25 ≤ x ≤ 0.50 (BFCO) represent a noteworthy exception to this behaviour. In particular,
we find that at room temperature and for moderate pressures of 0.1–1.0 GPa, depending on the
composition, the electric polarization of bulk BFCO increases by ∼ 200%. The origin of such an
exceptional behavior is a phase transformation involving a low-T rhombohedral (R) phase and a
high-T super-tetragonal (T ) phase. Both R and T phases are ferrimagnetic near room temperature
with an approximate net magnetization of 0.13 µB per formula unit. Contrarily to what occurs in
either bulk BiFeO3 or BiCoO3, the T phase is stabilized over theR by increasing temperature due to
its higher vibrational entropy. This extraordinary T -induced R → T phase transition is originated
by polar phonon modes involving concerted displacements of transition-metal and oxygen ions.
Super-tetragonal (T ) oxide perovskites comprise a
family of materials that are fundamentally intriguing and
have great potential for ferroelectric, piezoelectric, sen-
sor, and energy conversion applications [1–3]. Super-
tetragonal phases exhibit giant electric polarizations of
the order of 100 µC/cm2 and may be accompanied by
magnetism [4–6]. The coexistence of ferroelectricity and
magnetism in crystals, known as multiferroics, offers the
possibility of controlling the magnetization with electric
fields via their order-parameter coupling. Such a mag-
netoelectric coupling can be used, for example, to de-
sign ultra efficient logic and memory devices and real-
ize large piezomagnetic coefficients for the miniaturiza-
tion of antennas and sensors [7–10]. Furthermore, phase
transitions involving T phases typically exhibit colossal
volume changes of ∼ 10% (e.g., PbVO3 and related solid
solutions), which can be exploited in mechanical degrada-
tion [11, 12] and solid-state cooling [13–15] applications.
Examples of T multiferroic materials are bulk BiCoO3
(BCO) and BiFeO3 (BFO) thin films [16, 17].
Nonetheless, T phases usually are thermodynamically
too stable and hence difficult to switch by means of an
external field or temperature, which severely limits their
technological applicability. For example, in order to sta-
bilize a paraelectric phase in multiferroic T BiCoO3 it
is necessary to increase its temperature above 800 K or
apply a large hydrostatic pressure of P > 3 GPa [18–
20]. Likewise, the region in which the functionality of
super-tetragonal BiFeO3 thin films can be exploited cor-
responds to a narrow epitaxial strain interval in which the
T phase coexists with a different polymorph and as a re-
sult becomes structurally soft [21, 22]. Moreover, T mul-
tiferroics mostly are antiferromagnetic (i.e., their atomic
magnetic moments align antiparallel rendering negligible
net magnetizations) and consequently are unresponsive
to external magnetic fields [23]. Therefore, it is highly
desirable to find new T multiferroic materials that react
significantly to external bias near ambient conditions.
In this Letter, we show by means of first-principles
calculations based on density functional theory (DFT)
FIG. 1. First-principles analysis of bulk BiFe0.5Co0.5O3 at
zero pressure and T = 0. Crystal structures with tetragonal
(T ), monoclinic (M), rhombohedral (R), and orthorhombic
(O) symmetry were considered (Supplementary Fig.1). All
possible Co–Fe (C1, C2, and C3) and magnetic spin arrange-
ments (ferromagnetic –FM– and antiferromagnetic –AFM– of
type A, C, and G –Supplementary Fig.1–) were generated for
a 2×√2×√2 simulation cell containing 20 atoms [34].
that BiFe1−xCoxO3 solid solutions (BFCO) with 0.25 ≤
x ≤ 0.50 represent ideal bulk systems in which to real-
ize the full potential of multiferroic T phases. Specifi-
cally, we find that under moderate hydrostatic pressures
of 0.1 . P . 1 GPa (depending on the composition)
it is possible to trigger a phase transition from a low-T
rhombohedral (R) phase to a high-T T phase at room
temperature. The disclosed T -induced R → T phase
transformation involves (i) a colossal increase in the elec-
tric polarization of ∆p ∼ 200%, (ii) the existence of a
robust net magnetization of ≈ 0.13 µB per formula unit
(f.u.), and (iii) a giant volume increase of ∆V ∼ 10%.
Examples of technologies in which these multifunctional
phenomena could have an immediate impact include py-
roelectric energy harvesting (the T -induced variation of
the electric polarization is tremendous [24, 25]) and solid-
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2state cooling (multicaloric effects involving the materi-
als response to both pressure and magnetic fields could
be engineered to overcome practical limiting issues [26]).
Meanwhile, the appearance of ferrimagnetism and obser-
vation that temperature stabilizes the T phase over the
R, effects that are missing in bulk BiCoO3 and BiFeO3,
pose a series of interesting fundamental questions: Which
atomistic mechanisms are responsible for such an anoma-
lous dp/dT  0 behaviour? What type of thermal ex-
citations drive the uncovered R → T transformation?
Why Co–Fe cation mixing triggers a net magnetization
in bulk BFCO? Based on our DFT outcomes and analy-
sis, we address these questions and make insightful con-
nections with the experimental results reported recently
for BiFe1−xCoxO3 solid solutions [27–29].
Spin-polarized DFT calculations were performed with
the generalized gradient approximation proposed by
Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) as implemented in
the VASP package [30, 31]. The “Hubbard-U” scheme
derived by Dudarev et al. was employed for the descrip-
tion of Co (Fe) 3d electrons by adopting a U value of
6 (4) eV [19, 20, 32]. The “projected augmented wave”
method [33] was used to represent the ionic cores by con-
sidering the following electronic states as valence: Co
4s13d8, Fe 3p64s13d7, Bi 6s25d106p3, and O 2s22p4. An
energy cut-off of 800 eV and a Γ-centered k-point grid
of 4 × 6 × 6 were employed for a 2 × √2 × √2 simula-
tion cell containing 20 atoms [34], thus obtaining zero-
temperature energies converged to within 0.5 meV/f.u.
Geometry relaxations were performed for an atomic force
threshold of 0.005 eV·A˚−1. Electric polarizations were
estimated perturbatively by considering the atomic dis-
placements referred to a non-polar reference phase and
the corresponding Born effective charges tensor [34]. Ab
initio free energies were calculated within the quasi-
harmonic (QH) approximation [32, 35] as a function of
P and T . Phonon frequencies were calculated with the
small displacement method [36, 37]. The following tech-
nical parameters provided QH free energies converged to
within 5 meV/f.u.: 160-atom supercells, atomic displace-
ments of 0.01 A˚, and q-point grids of 16 × 16 × 16 for
integration within the first Brillouin zone. The effects of
chemical disorder were addressed by generating all possi-
ble atomic Co–Fe and magnetic spin arrangements (fer-
romagnetic –FM– and antiferromagnetic –AFM– of type
A, C, and G –Supplementary Fig.1–) for a 2× 2√2×√2
supercell containing 40 atoms. Quasi-harmonic free en-
ergies were calculated only for the lowest-energy config-
urations. Our spin-polarized DFT calculations were per-
formed for bulk BiFe0.5Co0.5O3 and BiFe0.75Co0.25O3,
hereafter referred to as BFCO0.5 and BFCO0.25.
Following a previous work by Die´guez and I´n˜iguez [38],
we considered the four BFCO0.5 crystal structures that
are energetically most competitive at zero temperature.
The crystal symmetry of such phases prior to introducing
chemical disorder on the metal cation sites were tetrag-
onal (P4mm), orthorhombic (Pnma), monoclinic (Pc),
and rhombohedral (R3c). The optimized BFCO0.5 struc-
tures resulting from such parent phases were labelled as
T , O, M, and R, respectively (Supplementary Fig.1).
Initially, a 20-atoms unit cell was employed to model
all four polymorphs and to determine the atomic Co–Fe
and magnetic spin arrangements (ferromagnetic –FM–
and antiferromagnetic –AFM– of type A, C, and G –
Supplementary Fig.1–) rendering the lowest energy for
each phase (Fig.1). The BFCO0.5 ground-state phase was
identified as T with “C1” Co–Fe and AFM-C spin order-
ings (Fig.1) and an electric polarization of 140 µC/cm2.
The first metastable phase lies ∼ 45 meV/f.u. above
the ground state and corresponds to a R structure pre-
senting “C3” Co–Fe and AFM-G spin orderings (Fig.1)
and an electric polarization of 45 µC/cm2. It is worth
noting that the energies of the M and R phases are
practically degenerate in the AFM-G case. By using
analogous computational methods to ours, Die´guez and
I´n˜iguez [38] concluded that the BFCO0.5 ground state
was a R phase with AFM-G spin ordering. The reason
for the discrepancy with our results lies on the fact that
the DFT exchange-correlation functionals employed in
both studies are different (Supplementary Fig.2). Never-
theless, our zero-temperature results appear to be more
consistent with the recent observations by Azuma et al.,
in which the stable phase of BFCO0.5 has been experi-
mentally identified as T [27, 28].
To correctly describe the magnetic properties of the
T and R phases at finite temperatures, we performed a
systematic configurational analysis for a larger simulation
cell containing 40 atoms (Fig.2). The T and R config-
urations were initialized with AFM-C and AFM-G spin
orderings, respectively, thus rendering zero net magneti-
zations. Upon full optimization, however, a considerable
fraction of states exhibited a net magnetization of either
0.5 or 0.25 µB/f.u. (Fig.2) due to spin imbalance between
the Co and Fe sublattices (Supplementary Fig.3). The T
phase with the lowest energy displayed AFM-C spin or-
dering and zero net magnetization, while the R ground
state was ferrimagnetic (FiM) and presented a net mag-
netization of 0.50 µB/f.u. (Fig.2). At T 6= 0 conditions,
each configuration contributes to the total magnetization
according to the formula:
M(T ) =
Nconf∑
i
Mi · exp (−∆Ei/kBT )
Zconf
, (1)
where Nconf is the total number of configurations, Mi
(Ei) the magnetization (energy) of the ith configuration,
∆Ei ≡ Ei−E0, E0 the ground-state energy, kB the Boltz-
mann constant, and Zconf ≡
∑Nconf
i exp (−∆Ei/kBT )
the configurational partition function. By using Eq.(1)
and the energy and configuration degeneracy data re-
ported in Fig.2, we estimated that the net magnetization
of the T and R phases amount both to 0.13 µB/f.u. near
room temperature (Supplementary Fig.4). This result is
consistent with a recent work by Gao et al. [29], in which
robust ferrimagnetism has been experimentally demon-
strated for BFCO0.5 thin films at room temperature.
3FIG. 2. First-principles determination of the magnetic properties of bulk BFCO0.5 at finite temperatures for phases (a) T and
(b) R. All possible atomic Co–Fe arrangements were generated for a 2× 2√2×√2 simulation cell containing 40 atoms, which
were reduced by crystal symmetry operations to 10 T and 8 R representative configurations [39]. The magnetic moment, total
energy, and relative degeneracy of each representative configuration were calculated. The net magnetization estimated for each
phase at room temperature is ≈ 0.13 µB per formula unit; “GS” stands for ground state and ∆Ei ≡ Ei − EGS.
Figure 3a shows the P–T phase diagram estimated
for bulk BFCO0.5 with first-principles methods and the
QH approximation [32, 35]. At low temperatures, a P -
induced T → R phase transition occurs around 1 GPa
that is characterized by a huge volume collapse of ∼ 10%
(∆V = VT − VR > 0), thus indicating a marked first-
order behaviour. The corresponding P–T phase bound-
ary, determined with the condition ∆G = GT −GR = 0
where G ≡ E + PV − TS represents the Gibbs free en-
ergy and S the entropy, presents a positive slope. Conse-
quently, by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation ∆S/∆V =
∂P/∂T , the entropy of the T phase should be larger than
that of the R phase, namely, ∆S = ST − SR > 0. Our
QH free-energy calculations explicitly confirm this result
since the value of the Helmholtz free energy difference,
∆F = FT − FR, decreases under uncreasing tempera-
ture (Fig.3d) and ∆S ≡ −∂∆F/∂T . It is noted that
the only type of entropy considered in our simulations
is vibrational, hence the subscript “vib” in Fig.3d, since
we assume that the magnetic and configurational con-
tributions to S are small at low temperatures and very
similar for the two phases (i.e., the {Mi}, {Ei}, and con-
figurational degeneracy spectra calculated for T and R
are much alike –Fig.2– [39]) hence they hardly have any
influence on ∆G.
The BFCO0.5 phase diagram shown in Fig.3a describes
an unusual T -induced R → T phase transition occurring
at room temperature and a moderate hydrostatic pres-
sure of 1.2±0.2 GPa, in which the electric polarization of
the bulk material increases by ∼ 200% (Supplementary
Fig.4). Such a T -induced phase transformation involves
two different ferroelectric FiM states and is mainly driven
by the entropy contributions to their Gibbs free energy
difference (that is, the ∆F term). This conclusion is
deduced straightforwardly from Figs.3b-d, in which for
a fixed P it is observed that the ∆E and P∆V energy
differences remain practically constant as a function of
T (isovalue lines in Figs.3b,c are practically vertical),
in marked contrast with ∆F (isovalue lines in Fig.3d
are practically horizontal). It is worth noting that the
T -induced R → T phase transition disclosed here for
BFCO0.5 has neither been predicted nor observed previ-
ously in bulk BiCoO3 or BiFeO3 thin films. For instance,
the P–T phase boundary involving the super-tetragonal
phase in bulk BCO presents a negative slope [18] due to
the presence of stiff vibrational modes that reduce the
vibrational entropy of the T phase as compared to that
of other competing states [19, 20]. Consequently, by in-
creasing temperature the stability of the T phase in bulk
BCO is always reduced and the variation of the electric
4FIG. 3. Gibbs free energy difference between the T and R phases of bulk BiFe0.5Co0.5O3 and their contributions expressed as a
function of temperature and pressure (∆A ≡ AT −AR). a Total Gibbs free energy difference. b Static internal energy difference.
c Enthalpy-related energy difference. d Vibrational Helmholtz free energy difference. Thermodynamic states presenting equal
∆A values are joined by thick solid lines.
polarization is negative (dp/dT  0). A very similar
behaviour has been found also for bulk T BFO [32].
In view of the prominent role played by the lat-
tice excitations on the anomalous T -induced stabiliza-
tion of the T phase at room temperature, we performed
a detailed analysis on the phonon modes and frequen-
cies of BFCO0.5 (Fig.4). In particular, we estimated
the projected density of vibrational states (PDOS) and
Gru¨neisen parameter, defined as γi ≡ −d lnωi/d lnV ,
for a large set of vibrational lattice frequencies, {ωi}
(the same than employed for the calculation of accu-
rate QH free energies), for the R and T phases. The
PDOS of BFCO0.5 generally is characterized by a low-
ω non-polar phonon region governed by Bi displace-
ments (0 < ω . 4 THz), followed by a medium-ω polar
phonon interval dominated by transition-metal and oxy-
gen ions (4 . ω . 10 THz), and a high-ω non-polar
phonon region governed almost exclusively by oxygen
atoms (ω & 10 THz) (Fig.4 and Supplementary Fig.5).
Since here we are interested in phase transitions occur-
ring near room temperature, only those phonon excita-
tions in the frequency interval 0 < ω . 6 THz are rel-
evant (i.e., kBTroom = 6.25 THz and ~ωi < kBTroom
contribute the most to Fvib [40]). The number of Bi-
dominated low-energy phonon modes is higher in the R
phase than in the T phase (see PDOS peaks appearing at
ω ≈ 2 THz in Fig.4), hence the positive sign of the ∆F
energy difference (Fig.3d). However, the number of vi-
brational states with frequencies 2 . ω . 6 THz is larger
in the T phase than in the R phase (e.g., “bell”-like
lattice modes involving concerted transition metal and
oxygen displacements are missing in the latter phase –
Fig.4–) and consequently as the temperature is increased
∆F gets reduced, leading to ∆S > 0. Meanwhile, posi-
tive (negative) γ values indicate vibrational phonon fre-
quencies that become “stiffer” (“softer”) under pressure
since the bulk modulus of BFCO0.5 is positive (as it oc-
curs normally and we have explicitly checked). Con-
sequently, based on the insets of Fig.4, upon compres-
sion the number of phonon frequencies in the interval
2 . ω . 6 THz is further depleted in theR phase as com-
pared to that in the T phase (that is, −10 . γR . +50
while −2 . γT . +1). This last outcome explains the
fact that the stability P span of the T phase becomes
5FIG. 4. Vibrational properties of the (a) T and (b) R phases of bulk BiFe0.5Co0.5O3. The represented quantities are the
Gru¨neisen parameter, γ(ω), and the density of vibrational states along with the corresponding ionic contributions (PDOS).
Oap and Oeq stand for oxygen atoms in apical and equatorial positions, respectively. Some representative phonon eigenmodes
are sketched with green arrows and they are ordered according to their vibrational frequency.
wider as the temperature is increased, leading to the pos-
itive slope observed in the T –R phase boundary (Fig.3a).
The unique entropically driven room-temperature sta-
bilization of the T phase unravelled in this study for
BFCO0.5 occurs at a pressure of ∼ 1 GPa. For practi-
cal applications, it would be desirable that such a trans-
formation was available at smaller compressions. Our
DFT calculations carried out for BFCO0.25 indicate that
the critical pressure associated with the T → R phase
transition, Pc, can be lowered drastically by means of
composition. In particular, we estimate that Pc may
be reduced by a staggering 70% by increasing the con-
tent of Fe in the solid solution from 50 up to 75% (Sup-
plementary Fig.6). Interestingly, by repeating the same
first-principles configurational analysis than performed
for BFCO0.5, we found that both the R and T phases of
bulk BFCO0.25 are also ferrimagnetic and exhibit a con-
siderable net magnetization of 0.13 µB/f.u. near room
temperature (Supplementary Figs.7–8). Moreover, the
electric polarization of bulk BFCO0.25 changes from 135
to 50 µC/cm2 during the T → R phase transition (Sup-
plementary Fig.8), which is very similar to the ∆p shift
estimated for BFCO0.5. Therefore, we may conclude that
the main characteristics of the transition involving the R
and T phases in BFCO0.5 at moderate pressures can be
preserved and shifted down to practically ambient condi-
tions by adjusting the relative content of Co–Fe cations
in the solid solution. It is worth mentioning that the ex-
perimental BFCO phase diagram obtained by Azuma et
al. as a function of temperature and composition appears
to be consistent with our theoretical findings [27, 28]. In
view of the low-cost and scalable chemical solution meth-
ods that are available for the synthesis of BFCO solid
solutions [41], we expect that our theoretical work will
stimulate new and exciting experimental research on T
multiferroics.
In conclusion, we predict that a ferrimagnetic T phase
can be stabilized under increasing T and P in bulk BFCO
solid solutions near room temperature. This unusual T -
induced phase transition involves a colossal increase in
6the electric polarization of ∼ 200% and a volume ex-
pansion of ∼ 10%, which is of great potential for na-
noelectronics and energy conversion applications. Polar
phonon excitations involving mixed transition-metal and
oxygen ion displacements play a decisive role on such an
extraordinary phase transformation, which is neither ob-
served nor predicted for any of the end members of the
solid solution. Furthermore, the thermodynamic condi-
tions at which the entropy-driven stabilization of the T
phase occurs can be controlled adequately by varying the
relative content of Co–Fe cations in the solid solution.
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